
Jim & Christy Santo
Independent Insurance Agents

SANTO FAMILY INSURANCE, LLC  AT 

WWW.SANTOFAMILYINSURANCE.COM

We Help You Get You The Best Match For Your Needs

We have all of the plans available in Lawrence & Monroe 
Counties.



Medicare Plans & Other Policies 
 Medicare Supplements
 Medicare Advantage Plans
 Guidance on how to sign up for the low-income subsidy or extra 

help
 Ancillary Policies – Hospital Indemnity, Critical Illness, Recovery Care
 Long Term Care Insurance
 Prescription Drug Plans
 Medical Savings Accounts
 Guidance on how to sign up for the Low-Income Subsidy or Extra 

Help
 Dental Insurance
 Term and Whole Life Insurance
 Guaranteed Issue Final Expense
 Annuities



Medicare Options



Medigap



Medicare Advantage Plans
 Medicare Advantage Plans follow a different model from Medicare 

Supplement Policies.  They have three types of plans.

 An HMO, Health Maintenance Organization (Limited Network which 
a member must adhere to except in emergencies)

 PPO, Preferred Provider Organization (A person can go in or out of 
network with a PPO but they pay a little more in copays & 
deductibles.

 MSA or Medical Saving Accounts - It has annual deposit of $2000 
and a high deductible for instance $5000. The member uses the 
deposit to pay for  qualifying Medicare Services.  Any part of the 
deposit that is not used by the year end gets rolled over to the 
following year and gets added to a new annual deposit. An MSA 
does not have a network of doctors or hospitals.



Medicare Advantage Plans
 Has a yearly maximum out of pocket expense that Medicare Supplement Plans 

do not have. The range is $6000-$10000.

 Most people do not have the savings to afford a cost like this in a bad health 
year.  Ancillary policy like hospital indemnity or recovery care can help protect 
them from financial distress for anyone of any age for all types of medical plans.

 A member receives Well Awards for doing preventive screenings that come in 
the form of a plan credit or gift card.

 Most plans  include Prescription Drug Coverage

 Offers a quarterly allowance to buy Over the Counter Products

 Usually includes allowances or discounts on Dental, Vision and Hearing Services.



Medicare Savings Account



MSA or Medical Savings Accounts are an alternative to 
"Traditional Advantage Plans"

 MSA has some of the benefits of Medicare Supplements and 
Medicare Advantage  Plans at the same time.

 1) There is no network.
 2) Claims work just like original Medicare Parts A and B.
 3) No pre-authorization is required.
 4) They can also choose a Prescription Drug Plan, in addition to the 

MSA.
 5) MSA’s are the only plan where a beneficiary can make a profit in 

a healthy year with few claims.
 6) MSA’s are an alternative for people who do not like Medicare 

Advantage Plans and  cannot qualify for Medicare Supplements 
due to Medical histories.

 7) MSA's are guaranteed issue during open enrollment !



The worst mistakes people on Medicare can make.

1) Assuming that nothing will change on January 1st.
This includes premiums, drug formularies, doctors, hospitals or networks.

2) Not presenting your new Medicare Card now called an MBI or 
Medicare Beneficiary Identifier. 

3) Not taking into account inflation.

4) Staying in a plan that is too expensive/cancelling a plan that is too 
expensive without discussing it first with your children or advisor.

5) Not knowing what facilities are in network with your plan.  This is very 
important when it comes to rehab facilities.



Things every Medicare Beneficiary should do each year during open 
enrollment:

1) Review your annual notice of change – ANOC.

2) Make sure your medications/prescriptions are still covered and in the 
same tiers.

3) Tell your insurance agent about any of your needs that are changing. 
Such as: Moving, medical tests that are planned for the future, changes in 
your health that may indicate or require a change in plans for next year.

4)Make sure your primary care doctors and specialists are still in network.

5) Make sure the rehab facility you would like to go to is still in network.

6) Don’t overlook supplementary benefits like: Dental, Vision, Hearing aid 
discounts and Sports Club memberships, such as the YMCA, Anytime 
Fitness, Twin Lakes or Planet Fitness.



Important Dates

10/1 to 10/14 When Plans can be discussed. 

10/15 to 12/07 Open Enrollment 



Finally…

 Our advice is free, and we are not fee based.   We get 
compensated by the companies when we enroll people into a 
plan, but it has no effect on the price of the products. 

 Our office is located at 525 S Walker St., Suite 107, in the Huntington 
Professional Building,  across from the Eye Center on the corner of  
2nd St and S Walker, same side of the street as Duke Energy. 

Telephone number 812-287-7968

We Help You Get You The Best Match For 
Your Needs

Jim and Christy are not employed by nor associated with Medicare
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